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A Year and a Day
Two thirtysomethings try to find their way through the complications of postmarriage love in this beloved novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Judy Blume. Margo and B.B. are each divorced, and each is trying to reinvent her
life in Colorado—while their respective teenage daughters look on with a mixture of
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humor and horror. But even smart women sometimes have a lot to learn—and they
will, when B.B.’s ex-husband moves in next door to Margo Includes a New
Introduction by the Author

Wind Warrior
The sexy, action-packed first book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of
Thorns and Roses series from Sarah J. Maas. When nineteen-year-old huntress
Feyre kills a wolf in the woods, a terrifying creature arrives to demand retribution.
Dragged to a treacherous magical land she knows about only from legends, Feyre
discovers that her captor is not truly a beast, but one of the lethal, immortal
faeries who once ruled her world. At least, he's not a beast all the time. As she
adapts to her new home, her feelings for the faerie, Tamlin, transform from icy
hostility into a fiery passion that burns through every lie she's been told about the
beautiful, dangerous world of the Fae. But something is not right in the faerie
lands. An ancient, wicked shadow is growing, and Feyre must find a way to stop it,
or doom Tamlin-and his world-forever. From bestselling author Sarah J. Maas
comes a seductive, breathtaking book that blends romance, adventure, and faerie
lore into an unforgettable read.

A Dragons Legend
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Facility 67096. It shapes our thoughts. Shapes our world. Manipulates us. And it
seeks one thing: the destruction of everything we hold dear. Marks and Lip, one a
former Marine, the other a cyber specialist for the NSA, are our answer to Facility
67096. What is Facility 67096? It controls the Web. Has controlled it ever since the
beginning. We think we know the enemy, but we don't even know ourselves.
Facility 67096 has done this to us. It has fooled the world. Preyed on our blind spot.
It has been right in front of us all this time and we never saw it. Until now. INSIDER
X is the latest thrill ride from Dave Buschi, author of THE BACK DOOR MAN and
PROPORTIONATE RESPONSE. May your eyes be opened.

The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the
Sacraments, Together with the Psalter
A powerful U.S. Senator's son is murdered in a particularly heinous way, strongly
hinting at a revenge killing. Sheriff Zeb Hanks and San Carlos Apache Police have a
long list of suspects who might have wanted to get even with the victim.

Rescued By Tordin
Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature, Vol 1
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"On the Nature of Things" by Titus Lucretius Carus (translated by William Ellery
Leonard). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.

The Good Earth
Warrior Redeemed
Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature, A Checklist, 1700-1974, Volume one of Two,
contains an Author Index, Title Index, Series Index, Awards Index, and the Ace and
Belmont Doubles Index.

A Warrior's Prayerbook for Spiritual Warfare
A High Priestess of Wicca and a third-degree Wiccan devote this custom-filled book
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to Brigid's Festival of Returning Light, an ancient holiday filled with hope.

The God Warriors
Winston's biggest fear had always been the school bully. Turns out, waking up to
being a half-alien freak was worse. Why? Oh, maybe the bruises that glow neon
blue. Or the even higher odds of being rejected by his dream girl. Or, best of all,
the sudden attention from gun-toting goons in dark suits.Winston's mom thinks
some junk left by Winston's long-missing father in a safe deposit box might make
things better. Not likely.It's going to take more than alien artifacts and a plastic
baggie of clues to stop a mysterious government organization. It might take
Winston giving up everything he's ever wanted. And everyone.Armed only with his
wits, his snarky best friend, and a few wicked new abilities, Winston has to stay
one step ahead of a lunatic and dive into the past. Otherwise, there won't be a
future.Winston Chase and the Alpha Machine is book 1 in a completed trilogy
packed with electrifying fun and adventure. Early reviewers rave: "What a great
book! The pace is exciting and made me want to keep reading to find out what
would happen next." "Mr. St. John did a marvelous job creating characters that
come to life. His wit and clever modern references will make you laugh out loud
while sitting on the edge of our seat. I have started reading this to my class, and
they are hooked." "It was very inventive. A big secret, many perils, foes, and
unlikely heroes [all] sparking the imagination." "Such a unique story. I have come
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late in life to the science fiction genre, but probably because there was not a
fabulous book like this, where I could relate to the characters, when I was young."
"This book wasn't anything that I thought it would be, it was better."

Warrior's Woman
In a world of science, magic is an abomination. Magic is an abomination. It spread
from the Rift, a great chasm hundreds of miles long that nearly split the southern
continent in two. The Rift was a portal, a gateway between their world of science
and the mythological world of magic. On the northern continent of Ocker, King
Godwin declared that no magical monstrosity would be allowed within their
borders. The Royal Inquisitors were formed to investigate reports of mystical
occurrences and, should they be found, to destroy them. Inquisitor Simon Whitlock
knows his responsibilities all too well. Along with the apothecary, Luthor Strong,
they've spent two years inquiring into such reports of magical abominations,
though they've discovered far more charlatans than true magical creatures. When
assigned to investigate Haversham and its reports of werewolves, Simon remains
unconvinced that the rumors are true. What he discovers in the frozen little hamlet
is that the werewolves are far more real than he believed; yet they're hardly the
most dangerous monster in the city.
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On the Nature of Things
Take a deep breath before you start the now complete World Aflame Series. This
action adventure series filled with cinematic science fiction action, end of the world
apocalyptic events, and heart pounding thrills will leave you enthralled from
beginning to end. Fans of The Maze Runner by James Dasher and I Am Number
Four by Pittacus Lore will love this teen fiction series. With over 400 five-star series
reviews on Goodreads, this is definitely the series you should read next! THE
EARTH GIVES WAY TO THE SEA, THE SEA BOWS BEFORE THE WIND, THE WIND
FEEDS THE FLAME, THE FLAME BURNS THE WORLD OF MAN DOWN TO THE EARTH.
Xander Sirocco now has the power of the Wind Elemental at his disposal, but it
may be too little too late. The Fire Caste has begun its conquest of the planet, and
many of the largest cities already burn. Xander, Sean, and Jessica know what
needs to be done—they must find the Water and Earth Elementals to have any
chance of defeating the Fire Elemental. The first to be located is the Water
Elemental. With her power, they could at least slow the advance of the Fire
Warriors. If she would only believe in their mission as much as they do… While
Xander struggles to convince the Water Elemental that their mission is just,
Sammy fights an unexpected battle of her own. With her body now possessed by
the Fire Elemental, she’s little more than an observer as it uses her to destroy Los
Angeles. Sammy can still exert her will on occasion, but it’s exhausting. When the
Elemental sends the deadly General Abraxas after Xander, she wonders if she’ll be
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able to influence her body’s actions enough to save the life of the man she loves.
Water Shaper is the third book in the World Aflame series by Jon Messenger. This
series is complete and ready for binge reading. Young adult books free Teen and
Young Adult Books young adult adventure books young adult adventure fantasy
young adult science fiction Visionary & Metaphysical Myths and Legends Scary
Stories Survival Stories Dystopian Books for Teen Boys young adult apocalypse
fiction and adventure Boys and Men Issues Young Adult Science Fiction Action
Adventure Thriller Dystopian Survival Fiction Apocalyptic Survival Stories Young
Adult Supernatural Mystery Young adult books for boys Science Fiction Super
powers Apocalyptic Fiction YA books for teens Urban Fantasy young adult science
fiction thriller Social Family Issues Friendship

The Red Wolf's Prize
An annotated bibliography covering the best in historical fiction set all around the
world

The Warrior
Beautiful and defiant, Kristen Haardrad meets the hot, longing gaze of Royce,
Thane of Wyndhurst, with icy fury - vowing never to be enslaved by the powerful
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Saxon lord who holds her captive. She is his enemy and his prize - a wild and lusty
hellion to be tamed by her dashing conqueror's kiss. But though maddened with
desire for the golden-haired Viking temptress, noble Royce, in conscience, cannot
force his exquisite prisoner to submit. For only Kristen's willing surrender can
quench the blistering fires that sear his tormented soul - and heal a heart
consumed by passion with a soothing balm of rapturous, unconditional love.

The Awakener
Take a deep breath before you start the now complete World Aflame Series. This
action adventure series filled with cinematic science fiction action, end of the world
apocalyptic events, and heart pounding thrills will leave you enthralled from
beginning to end. Fans of The Maze Runner by James Dasher and I Am Number
Four by Pittacus Lore will love this teen fiction series. With over 400 five-star series
reviews on Goodreads, this is definitely the series you should read next! Wind
Warrior is the READERS FAVORITE book award winner. When a man is miraculously
saved from being hit by a bus, Xander’s life turns in to the living embodiment of
the tornadoes he can suddenly create with a flick of his wrist. Whether he wants
this gift or not, Xander must learn to use his new ‘super power’ quickly if he wants
to survive. THE EARTH GIVES WAY TO THE SEA, THE SEA BOWS BEFORE THE WIND,
THE WIND FEEDS THE FLAME, THE FLAME BURNS THE WORLD OF MAN DOWN TO
THE EARTH. The sleepy town of White Halls harbors a dangerous secret. On a
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picturesque street, two houses down from a lovely little park, in a quaint little
home with a wraparound porch, lives a family that seems rather normal. Sure, their
twenty-year-old son, Xander, still lives at home, but he’s going to college and
dating the leader of the school’s top sorority. It’s all very… normal. However, when
a man is miraculously saved from being hit by a bus, Xander’s life turns in to the
living embodiment of the tornadoes he can suddenly create with a flick of his wrist.
Whether he wants this gift or not, Xander must learn to use his new ‘super power’
quickly if he wants to survive. For his kind is a dying race, and when this sleepy
town has a sudden influx of new, blonde, fire wielders, no one is safe, especially
Xander. It doesn’t help that one of these blondes happens to be the most beautiful
girl he has ever seen. Xander can’t deny the instant connection he feels to her so,
when she tries to kill him, it certainly makes things complicated. Wind Warrior is
the first book in the World Aflame series by Jon Messenger. This series is complete
and ready for binge reading. Praise for Wind Warrior: "Yet another book to catch,
"Wind Warrior" is a fascinating take on Armageddon, coming of age, self-discovery
and a budding love story. And all of these elements are captured in a tale that will
surely captivate young adults everywhere. Readers will surely be glued to the book
until the last page, what with its non-stop sequence packed with a lot of action,
topped off with a modern Romeo and Juliet romance in the background. Jon
Messenger writes in a voice that youngsters will easily relate to, as the characters
involved are the kind we can definitely root for, while they engage in battles and
inner struggles. It is a light read, yet filled to the brim with excitement. This is a
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book that entertains as well as imparts a lesson or two. I highly recommend it to all
readers, young and old alike." - Readers' Favorite Young adult books free Teen and
Young Adult Books young adult adventure books young adult adventure fantasy
young adult science fiction Visionary & Metaphysical Scary Stories Survival Stories
Dystopian Books for Teen Boys young adult apocalypse fiction and adventure Boys
and Men Issues Young Adult Science Fiction Action Adventure Thriller Dystopian
Survival Fiction Apocalyptic Survival Stories Young Adult Supernatural Mystery
Young adult books for boys Science Fiction Super powers Apocalyptic Fiction YA
books for teens Urban Fantasy young adult science fiction thriller Social Family
Issues Friendship

Insider X
With over five million copies of her novels in print, New York Times bestselling
author Virginia Henley has enchanted readers worldwide. Now she sweeps us back
to an intensely romantic, tumultuous time in Scottish history. . . . When Lynx de
Warenne, Edward Plantagenet's most prized warrior, invaded Dumfries castle, he
took possession of Jane Leslie's home—and soon wanted something more from the
headstrong lass. Desperate for an heir, he proposed a handfasting: a Scottish
custom whereby a man can lawfully take a woman into his bed, then, after a year
and a day, the couple can either wed or part. Any child of that union is deemed
legitimate. Jane had no choice but to surrender to the invader's knowing touch. . . .
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Fearless on the battlefield, Lynx was afraid to love. But Jane slowly stole into his
heart. And as the fires of war raged around them, amid treacherous foes and
brilliant intrigues, who would have thought that two such unlikely partners would
fall in love—or that their breathless passion for each other would outlast . . .

Handbook to Life in the Medieval World, 3-Volume Set
In the days of Richard The Lion Heart, Gwendolyn was born. Conceived within the
Druid mists, at the Pool of Pendragon and as prophesied by a Druid Priestess, she
grew into womanhood, and became the most powerful knight the world had ever
seen. When Miles Delong, Earl of Radstock and military adviser to King Richard first
saw her, he was lost to her beauty and might. He taught her the art of war, but it
was Gwendolyn, who taught Sir Miles the art of love. Together, Gwendolyn and
Myles fought their enemies both at home and in the Holy Land. But it was not until
Sir Miles was treacherously given over to Saladin, the King of the Moors, that
Gwendolyn left England's Druid Groves and went to the Holy Land, not as
Gwendolyn Delong, wife of the Earl of Radstock, but as Sir Eldwin of Radstock,
where she led the fight through the bloody Crusades and into to the very Court of
Saladin, that the Queen of Knights became a legend.

Untamed
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Between the alien Alliance and the Terran Empire, a neutral zone stretches
between the galaxies, a demilitarized zone that was established 150 years
previous, following the Great War. The peace accord granted a semblance of peace
to the universe. The peace, however, is a facade, and it is the responsibility of
Michael Vance and his covert operations team to maintain that illusion. Recently,
the Alliance lost contact with one of their outposts near the neutral zone.
Surveillance scans show an abandoned city and no signs of life. The Alliance does
what it always does: send in the best. But an unexpected betrayal leaves Vance
and his team stranded. Worse, the city that was supposed to be dead is quite alive.
And the monsters that now roam its streets are slaughtering his team, one at a
time.

Water Shaper
Seeing Micah for the first time in years, fifteen year old Eden wants nothing more
than to run and hide, but instead in a moment of sheer embarrassment, she throws
her arms around his neck; unaware she just changed her childhood friend forever.
With eyes' opened to the realm of angels and demons, Micah discovers he has
become the Seer, called to save the world from an impending fire. Shy and
awkward, Eden stumbles through high school clueless her guardian angel shadows
her every move, keeping her safe while she unknowingly awakens others to their
spiritual gifts. Micah will need those Eden touched to complete his mission which
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began long ago in the ancient City of Enoch and its secret underground temple.
With angels and demons fighting around them, both Eden and Micah must find
their own personal courage and faith in order to know what to do for the battle that
awaits them, one they must triumph or risk losing everyone they love.

Aeneid
The medieval Scandinavian ballads in this collection tell stories of champions and
fighters, vikings, and trolls, drawing on Norse mythology and heroic legend. There
are riddles, and there are appearances from Thor, Loki, Sigurd, and other figures
from the myths of the Edda and from history. Narrative ballads were part of an oral
folk music tradition in Scandinavia, and were first written down around 1600,
although the ballads themselves are older. These new English verse translations
are mainly based on Swedish tradition. The hero Widrik Waylandsson comes face
to face with a troll in the forest. Thor resorts to cross-dressing in a bid to recover
his stolen hammer. The daughter of a King of Sweden is abducted from a convent
in the Swedish countryside. A young fighter has to show off his prowess in skiing
and shooting for King Harald Hardrada. And more

Queen of Knights
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A fictionalized account of the life of the Biblical figure Caleb also includes a Bible
study.

Flame Caller
The timeless Pulitzer Prize–winning masterpiece following a humble farmer’s
journey through 1920s China returns with this beautifully repackaged edition that
celebrates its nearly ninety years as an American classic. Travel to 1920s China, a
time when the last emperor still ruled and the sweeping changes of the twentieth
century were distant rumblings, with this timeless, evocative classic tale of the
honest farmer Wang Lung and his family as they struggle to survive in the midst of
vast political and social upheavals. Nobel Prize and Pulitzer Prize winner Pearl S.
Buck traces the whole cycle of life: its terrors, its passions, its ambitions, and
rewards. “A comment upon the meaning and tragedy of life as it is lived in any age
in any quarter of the globe” (The New York Times), this brilliant novel—beloved by
millions—is a universal tale of an ordinary family caught in the tide of history.

Stormdancer
Who wants to be rescued by a hot Alien Warrior Lord Super hero? Curvy, intelligent
and determined Kyra must find a way to escape a failing space station after a
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collision with space junk. She needs a miracle. Rescued off the failing space station
by 'foreign' astronauts, she discovers that not only are Aliens real, but they're also
the inspiration for our Superheroes. Add a dash of gorgeous Warrior Lord of the
Star Ship Fleet that rescued her and she's destined to find love in the stars.

Smart Women
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Wrath and the Dawn, comes
a sweeping, action-packed YA adventure set against the backdrop of Feudal Japan
where Mulan meets Throne of Glass. The daughter of a prominent samurai, Mariko
has long known her place—she may be an accomplished alchemist, whose cunning
rivals that of her brother Kenshin, but because she is not a boy, her future has
always been out of her hands. At just seventeen years old, Mariko is promised to
Minamoto Raiden, the son of the emperor's favorite consort—a political marriage
that will elevate her family's standing. But en route to the imperial city of Inako,
Mariko narrowly escapes a bloody ambush by a dangerous gang of bandits known
as the Black Clan, who she learns has been hired to kill her before she reaches the
palace. Dressed as a peasant boy, Mariko sets out to infiltrate the Black Clan and
track down those responsible for the target on her back. Once she's within their
ranks, though, Mariko finds for the first time she's appreciated for her intellect and
abilities. She even finds herself falling in love—a love that will force her to question
everything she's ever known about her family, her purpose, and her deepest
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desires.

The Warrior Warring
A medieval world, a expert in 21st Century Guerrilla Warfare. What would happen
if the two combine? Something dark is brewing on a planet far across dimensions,
threatening to eat its way through the thin boundaries of time and space. On the
planet Corvalis, just as war is near, the gods send a champion to defend the lands
from evil. A simple man from Earth, John is selected to inhabit the body of a warrior
of this strange new world, in the hopes that he might guide kingdoms to not only
victory, but also the survival of multiple races. He is the gods' champion, and his
arrival signals the precursor to a great unknown conflict. The Korath. The Illian. The
Wolven. The Dark Ones. Kingdoms of different cultures and species clash as they
struggle to learn about this new champion, and prepare for the coming conflict. But
John soon discovers that the gods do not always work together. Soon more
champions arrive, and the inhabitants of Corvalis grow concerned. There has never
been more than one champion. Ever. As the kingdoms wonder what disaster awaits
them, fear grips the world, as tension mounts. But John will not permit total
annihilation to overcome the inhabitants of Corvalis for one very good reason.
There is a United States Marines with a bad attitude, and no mercy, about to open
up one huge can of whoop ass on their foes and the enemy doesn't stand a
chance. Because Marines are always faithful! Approximately 87,000 words.
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Professionally edited by Bill De Herder: Author of Creative Wordsmithing.

Hearts Aflame
"Medieval romance at its best!" --Virginia Henley, NY Times Bestselling Author HE
WOULD NOT BE DENIED HIS PRIZE Sir Renaud de Pierrepont, the Norman knight
known as the Red Wolf for the beast he slayed with his bare hands, hoped to gain
lands with his sword. A year after the Conquest, King William rewards his favored
knight with Talisand, the lands of an English thegn slain at Hastings, and orders
him to wed Lady Serena, the heiress that goes with them. SHE WOULD LOVE HIM
AGAINST HER WILL Serena wants nothing to do with the fierce warrior to whom she
has been unwillingly given, the knight who may have killed her father. When she
learns the Red Wolf is coming to claim her, she dyes her flaxen hair brown and
flees, disguised as a servant, determined to one day regain her lands. But her
escape goes awry and she is brought back to live among her people, though not
unnoticed by the new Norman lord. Deprived of his promised bride, the Red Wolf
turns his attention to the comely servant girl hoping to woo her to his bed. But the
wench resists, claiming she hates all Normans. As the passion between them rises,
Serena wonders, can she deny the Norman her body? Or her heart?

Water Shaper
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The first in an epic new fantasy series, introducing an unforgettable new heroine
and a stunningly original dystopian steampunk world with a flavor of feudal Japan.
A DYING LAND The Shima Imperium verges on the brink of environmental collapse;
an island nation once rich in tradition and myth, now decimated by clockwork
industrialization and the machine-worshipers of the Lotus Guild. The skies are red
as blood, the land is choked with toxic pollution, and the great spirit animals that
once roamed its wilds have departed forever. AN IMPOSSIBLE QUEST The hunters
of Shima's imperial court are charged by their Shogun to capture a thunder tiger –
a legendary creature, half-eagle, half-tiger. But any fool knows the beasts have
been extinct for more than a century, and the price of failing the Shogun is death.
A HIDDEN GIFT Yukiko is a child of the Fox clan, possessed of a talent that if
discovered, would see her executed by the Lotus Guild. Accompanying her father
on the Shogun's hunt, she finds herself stranded: a young woman alone in Shima's
last wilderness, with only a furious, crippled thunder tiger for company. Even
though she can hear his thoughts, even though she saved his life, all she knows for
certain is he'd rather see her dead than help her. But together, the pair will form
an indomitable friendship, and rise to challenge the might of an empire.

Winston Chase and the Alpha Machine
Having escaped from her father's control with help from a handsome holy man who
is king of a western land, fifteen-year-old Princess Margot finally travels to the sea
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where her mother lived, and from which she can draw a powerful magic.

A Sound of Thunder
A legend untold. A legend so powerful. Forces of good and evil fight between
worlds. Five brothers awakened and must protect against the very evil one falls
into temptation with.

A Court of Thorns and Roses
Capturing the essence of life in great civilizations of the past, each volume in the

Blood and Wolf
The Warrior Warring addresses the ever increasing epidemic of suicide in the
United States. It details how to quiet the tortured mind, and thus prevent suicide
and gives insight into how to develop the ability to be victorious over the shame of
mental illness. Through personal stories and factual data, readers will explore the
steps to recovery and regain the ability to hope again.

Warrior Lore
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Returning home triumphant from the Crusades, Dominic le Sabre is determined to
claim the bride promised to him by the king, but the high-born Celtic beauty is
equally determined to resist him.

Tashka the Warrior Dog
Tashka the Warrior Dog is written for children ages 4-8. The book tells how a
grandfather helps his grandson overcome fears by telling him the story of Tashka
the warrior dog. The book introduces 6 Choctaw words in the story and includes a
brief history of the Choctaw Nation at the end of the book.

Wolves of the Northern Rift
“If you’re looking for sensuality, you won’t be disappointed in Johanna Lindsey.”
—Chicago Tribune A classic romance novel from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Johanna Lindsey, Warrior’s Woman boldly goes where no romantic fiction
has gone before! An ingenious blend of sizzling passion, paranormal romance, and
science fiction romantic fantasy, Warrior’s Woman travels far into the
future—where a fearless intergalactic traveler hoping to save her endangered
home world seeks a champion on a planet of strapping barbarians…and finds
herself making very physical contact with a truly magnificent savage.
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Native Warrior
Take a deep breath before you start the now complete World Aflame Series. This
action adventure series filled with cinematic science fiction action, end of the world
apocalyptic events, and heart pounding thrills will leave you enthralled from
beginning to end. Fans of The Maze Runner by James Dasher and I Am Number
Four by Pittacus Lore will love this teen fiction series. With over 400 five-star series
reviews on Goodreads, this is definitely the series you should read next! Flame
Caller is a RONE award winner. The Earth Gives Way to the Sea, The Sea Bows
Before the Wind, The Wind Feeds the Flame, The Flame Burns the World of Man
Down to the Earth. White Halls is no longer a sleepy little town. Its houses lie
smoldering on their foundations. The residents take refuge in their homes, afraid to
leave. And the town’s prodigal son and newest Wind Warrior, Xander Sirocco, has
fled. Xander survived the first assault on his life by the Flame Caste, but it’s at a
great personal cost. He and Sammy are left to bury his family and tend to his
grandfather, who lies in a coma. With the weight of the world on his shoulders, he
can’t help but feel the fight against the Fire Caste is hopeless. It seems hopeless,
that is, until he learns of a secret race of Elementals, embodiments of the
elemental powers that the different castes wield. With the power of the Elementals
comes a chance to save not just the Wind Warriors and Sammy, but the world
itself. Emboldened, he sets off to find the Wind Elemental and with it, the hope for
his survival. Too bad no one has seen the Wind Elemental in generations and now
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thinks she’s just a myth. As he quickly learns, however, the Fire Elemental isn’t a
myth. It’s real and it has a secret plan for his girlfriend. And it won’t stop until
Xander is dead. Flame Caller is the second book in the World Aflame series by Jon
Messenger. This series is complete and ready for binge reading. Young adult books
free Teen and Young Adult Books young adult adventure books young adult
adventure fantasy young adult science fiction Visionary & Metaphysical Myths and
Legends Scary Stories Survival Stories Dystopian Books for Teen Boys young adult
apocalypse fiction and adventure Boys and Men Issues Young Adult Science Fiction
Action Adventure Thriller Dystopian Survival Fiction Apocalyptic Survival Stories
Young Adult Supernatural Mystery Young adult books for boys Science Fiction
Super powers Apocalyptic Fiction YA books for teens Urban Fantasy young adult
science fiction thriller Social Family Issues Friendship

Earth God
Burden of Sisyphus
Take a deep breath before you start the now complete World Aflame Series. This
action adventure series filled with cinematic science fiction action, end of the world
apocalyptic events, and heart pounding thrills will leave you enthralled from
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beginning to end. Fans of The Maze Runner by James Dasher and I Am Number
Four by Pittacus Lore will love this teen fiction series. With over 400 five-star series
reviews on Goodreads, this is definitely the series you should read next! THE
EARTH GIVES WAY TO THE SEA, THE SEA BOWS BEFORE THE WIND, THE WIND
FEEDS THE FLAME, THE FLAME BURNS THE WORLD OF MAN DOWN TO THE EARTH.
The Fire Elemental has risen and its followers, the Fire Caste, have destroyed the
planet. Humanity hangs on the cusp of extinction; their only hope now lies with the
troubled Wind Warrior, Xander Sirocco. Xander has absorbed the power of the
Wind and Water Elementals but at great personal cost. Finding Sammy has been
his anchor through the chaos around him, but now he finds himself wondering if
saving her is enough. Sammy remains a prisoner of the Fire Elemental, her mind
trapped, as the dragon possesses her body. Her love for Xander keeps her going,
but will her passion be enough to stop the Elemental from killing Xander once and
for all? Humanity's last hope rests in Xander finding the Earth Elemental. Claiming
the power of the Earth is the last step before he can confront the dragon holding
Sammy hostage. Unfortunately, he's not the only one who knows the location of
the Earth Elemental. It's a race against time between Xander and the dragon to
claim the last of the Elemental power and bring an end to a war that's spanned
millennia. EARTH GOD is the exciting conclusion to the bestselling and awardwinning World Aflame series. A series filled with Elementals, dystopian wrath, and
more. EARTH GOD is the fourth and final book in the World Aflame series by Jon
Messenger. This series is complete and ready for binge reading. Young adult books
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free Teen and Young Adult Books young adult adventure books young adult
adventure fantasy young adult science fiction Visionary & Metaphysical Myths and
Legends Scary Stories Survival Stories Dystopian Books for Teen Boys young adult
apocalypse fiction and adventure Boys and Men Issues Young Adult Science Fiction
Action Adventure Thriller Dystopian Survival Fiction Apocalyptic Survival Stories
Young Adult Supernatural Mystery Young adult books for boys Science Fiction
Super powers Apocalyptic Fiction YA books for teens Urban Fantasy young adult
science fiction thriller Social Family Issues Friendship

Flame in the Mist
INCLUDED ARE PRAYERS BY: Dr. Mark I. Bubeck, Dr. Neil T. Anderson, Brother
Andrew, Nancy Leigh Demoss, Dr. Fred C. Dickason, Rev. Paul Estabrooks, Dr.
Erwin W. Lutzer, Stormie Omartian, Dr. Ray Pritchard, Dr. Marcus Warner, and
others. Newly updated to include an “Introduction to Spiritual Warfare” by Dr.
Marcus Warner. The Bible is clear — from the moment we draw our first breath, WE
ARE AT WAR. Satan hates us and wants to destroy us — because the Lord loves us.
A supernatural battle is waging all around us and if you are not a warrior, you will
be a casualty. Christians must face this battle head-on by learning to put on the
full armor of God every day. If we are not equipped properly, we will wonder why
we live such defeated lives. Satan is alive and well and "prowling around like a lion
seeking whom he can devour." We must use the weapons that God has provided
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for us to do battle for ourselves and for those that we love. A Warrior’s Prayerbook
is a clear and concise resource designed to help you put on the full armor of God.
This book is filled with doctrinally sound prayers, written by great men and women
of faith, past and present, that will help you be a fearsome prayer warrior in your
spiritual battle. ENDORSEMENTS A Warrior's Prayerbook will be a great help to
many and a service to the Body of Christ. Many will have never seen anything like
these prayers. They should not only be a help to those who use them but also a
wake-up call and challenge to many who never thought of warfare and practical
praying against evil. Kathryn has done a great work in compiling, organizing,
presenting, and publishing this book. Good art work. Great need. Great taste. DR.
C. FRED DICKASON Author and Fmr. Systematic Theology Chair – Moody Bible
Institute, Chicago “The Christian life is not a playground; it is a battleground.”
Warren Wiersbe We’re in a battle every day. If we take seriously Paul’s call to “Put
on the whole armor of God” (Ephesians 6:11), then we know that we need to pray.
But how should we pray when we go into battle? My friend Kathryn McBride has
helped us hugely by compiling A Warrior’s Prayerbook for Spiritual Warfare. The
first part of the book contains prayers from esteemed Christian leaders like Erwin
Lutzer, Mark Bubeck, Fred Dickason, and Brother Andrew, arranged in categories
such as “Affirm,” “Resist,” “Renounce,” and “Prayers for Others.” The book also
includes the full text of many Scriptures on spiritual warfare along with very helpful
quotes from noted Christian leaders. This is the most comprehensive guide to
spiritual warfare praying that I have seen. We need a book like this so that when
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the enemy surrounds us, we will know how to get in contact with the Captain of our
Salvation. Read it and you will be better prepared to stand strong when the devil
attacks you and your family. DR. RAY PRITCHARD Speaker, Pastor, Author
www.keepbelieving.com

World Historical Fiction
Eleanor McLelland is the daughter of a legend among wolves--and the carrier of a
curse that gives her the power to rip the world apart. For seventeen years, she's
suppressed her magic and her wolf shifter abilities in an attempt to keep that curse
under control, trading fangs and fire for manmade weapons instead. But you can
only keep a wolf caged for so long. When it accidentally escapes, Elle finds herself
on the run from enemies hell-bent on using her dangerous magic to break down
the barrier that protects Earth from the creatures of parallel worlds. Determined to
prove herself a savior instead of a destroyer, she sets off on a quest to find a way
to make the walls between those worlds permanent. Her greatest potential ally is a
sorcerer who's an even bigger outcast than she is. One as beautiful and as deadly
as any sword in Elle's extensive collection of them. But can she really trust him to
help her save the world? Or are they destined to tear it apart?

Candlemas
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Nyoka believed that he'd run as far and as long as he was able. Feeling beyond
redemption he decides to end it all. A young woman full of hope and courage
stumbles upon the hopeless warrior on her quest to change the world by reversing
the horrific effects of the yetzer hara. Igniting his instincts to provide and protect,
she pulls him back from the brink of the abyss. Can a rogue warrior let go of his
past to embrace love and redemption?
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